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The Mariinsky label presents the first release from 
the Ring  Cycle conducted by Valery Gergiev: Nina 
Stemme, Jonas Kaufmann, René Pape, Anja Kampe,...



February
Gramophone VOCAL CHOICE OF THE MONTH
HMC902133 Canciones Españolas
Bernarda Fink, Anthony Spiri

January 2013
Gramophone VOCAL CHOICE OF THE MONTH

LSO Live LSO0728 Faure Requiem, Bach, 
Tenebrae, Gordan Nikolitch, members of the LSO, Nigel Short

“I have no hesitation in labeling this the very best Faure Requiem on disc … 
this is a devastatingly beautiful performance.”
Marc Rochester, Gramophone – January 2013
 
ALBUMS OF THE YEAR 2012
“Choral music doesn’t get more magnificent than this. Tenebrae sound dynamic, tight and ooze atmosphere in their performance here, but it’s the magical 
way the soloists and the LSO glide in and out of the sound that really impresses - and that’s down to Nigel Short’s direction.” 
Classic FM 

“The performance of the Fauré Requiem is outstanding… Tenebrae is such an impressive vocal ensemble. They bring full blooded, passionate engagement 
with dots and the texts – and the soloists are fine as well.” BBC Radio 3 CD Review 
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Matthias Goerne [baritone]
Andreas Haefliger [piano]

SCHUBERT: Erlkönig
Matthias Goerne Schubert Edition Vol. 7
Matthias Goerne

Matthias Goerne presents the seventh volume of his hm Schubert survey, which has confirmed him as one of the most
gifted exponents of lieder repertoire and programming. Andreas Haefliger joins Matthias in music he has been singing for
most of his career.
Matthias Goerne Schubert Lieder Edition
HMC901988 Vol. 1 Sehnsucht Elisabeth Leonskaja (piano)
Gramophone Editor’s Choice

HMC902004/05 Vol. 2 An main Herz Helmut Deutsch, Eric Schneider (piano)
Gramophone Editor’s Choice
"Take it two songs a night before bedtime, and it might see you through to the end of recession." Norman Lebrecht

HMC901995 Vol.3 Die schöne Müllerin Christoph Eschenbach (piano)
“this latest Die schöne Müllerin is a benchmark both in Goerne’s own career, and in the catalogue.” Hilary Finch, 
BBC Music Magazine, June 2009 *****/*****

HMC902035 Vol.4 ‘Heliopolis’ Ingo Metzmacher (piano)
“a simply unmissable recital for two prime reasons – the grave beauty of its programme and the corresponding beauty of
the singer’s voice.” John Steane, Editor’s Choice, Gramophone, February 2010

HMC902063 Vol. 5 Nacht und Träume Alexander Schmalcz (piano)
“This is a lovely recital, Goerne’s intelligence, grace and lack of ostentation giving each song its due, with admirable
support from Schmalcz.” Lucy Beckett, International Record Review, January 2011

HMC902139/40 Vol. 6 Schwanengesang, Piano Sonata D960 Christoph Eschenbach (piano)
“an outstanding contribution to the Schwanengesang catalogue.”
Hilary Finch, Choral & Song Choice, BBC Music Magazine, July 2012
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Richard Egarr [harpsichord,
by Joel Katzman, Amsterdam, 1991, after
Ruckers, Antwerp, 1638]

Pitch: a’ = 409 • Temperament: Egarr, based on
18th-century models

J.S. BACH: The English Suites, BWV 806-811

Richard Egarr

Whatever the elusive truth may be regarding the ‘Englishness' of these 'Six Suittes avec leurs Preludes', there is no
denying the imagination of the keyboard writing. Each Suite is headed by a Prelude of substantial proportions, followed
by wonderfully varied dance movements, all perfectly suited to showcase the joyful brilliance of Richard Egarr's
harpsichord skill.

"as a player I find personally the most pleasure in the earlier keyboard collections. The Toccatas, Well-Tempered
Clavier’s Book 1, Brandenburg 5 and the so-called ‘English’ Suites seem to delight in purely physical keyboard pleasure
and imagination that is often absent from the later works...This is a true cycle of pieces – one of Bach’s first and certainly
one of his best. The care with which Bach has planned their path, and the skill in creating a musical journey to a most
fearful place is astonishing. The way to redemption and salvation after this journey is perhaps shown by the key
sequence of the Suites: A – a – g – F – e – d. These six notes clearly describe the Chorale tune “Jesu, meine Freude”. I
recorded the Suites in order. I certainly felt that it helped me make the musical path clearer. My trusty Katzman
harpsichord was a glorious partner, its quill plectra wonderfully flexible and responsive in giving life and colour to this
most imaginative music." Richard Egarr
 
* BBC Music: Rewind feature
* Gramophone & the Score 
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VocalConsort Berlin
James Wood [conductor]

GESUALDO: Sacrae Cantiones, Liber Secundus, a6 e a7, 1603
Reconstructed by James Wood
VocalConsort Berlin
James Wood 

As we commemorate the 400th anniversary of the death of Gesualdo in 2013, one of his last works still remains to be
rediscovered: the second book of Sacrae Cantiones, motets for six and seven voices, of which the bassus and sextus
parts have, alas, disappeared. Thanks to his unrelenting and methodical research, James Wood has managed to
reconstruct the score for the first time as it might have been sung in 1603. This fascinating investigation took three years
to complete; here is the result.
There is an extensive essay in the booklet by James Woods on his labours and an extended version at
www.harmoniamundi.com.

"I had little idea at the outset just how difficult the task of reconstruction would be, and indeed there were many moments
when I was tempted to concede defeat. However, my determination was fuelled on the one hand by the excitement of
bringing these masterful and visionary pieces back to life after four hundred years of oblivion, and on the other by the
stimulation which came from discovering so many secrets within a compositional technique of such phenomenal strength
and sophistication, and from which I, as a composer even four centuries later, could learn so much.
I would like to thank Andrew Parrott for his very great help, advice and constant encouragement throughout my work on
this reconstruction." JAMES WOOD, March 2012
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Andreas Staier 
[anon french harpsichord, late 17th century,
Joseph Collesse, 1749,
restored by Laurent Soumagnac 2000-4]

Pour passer la M®lancholie

Andreas Staier

FROBERGER Suite XXX A minor
D’ANGLEBERT Des Pièces de Claveçin... Livre premier, 1689 
FISCHER Musicalischer Parnassus, de la Suite „Uranie“ D minor
LOUIS COUPERIN Suite in F major
D’ANGLEBERT Des Pièces de Claveçin... Livre premier, 1689
FISCHER De Ariadne Musica, 1702: Ricercar pro Tempore, Quadragesimae super Initium, 
Cantilenae: “Da Jesus an dem Creutze stund”
CLÉRAMBAULT Du 1er Livre de Pièces de Claveçin, 1704, Suite in C minor
MUFFAT De Apparatus Musico-Organisticus, 1690: Passacaglia in G minor
FROBERGER Libro qvarto, 1656, de la Suite VI: 
Lamento sopra la dolorosa perdita della Real Mstà. di Ferdinando IV, Ré de’ Romani 

Whether the composer luxuriates in melancholic disorder or attempts to remedy it, there is but a fine line here between
the vanity of the world and the artist’s glory. In his readings of Froberger, Fischer and Clérambault, Andreas Staier distils
the fruits of this sophisticated blend on an instrument saved from oblivion at the start of the 21st century.

"‘Why have all eminent men, whether philosophers, statesmen, poets or artists, so obviously been melancholics?’ This
question forms the opening of a treatise attributed to Aristotle. The doctrine of the four temperaments (sanguine, choleric,
melancholic, phlegmatic) associates the melancholic with the most varied phenomena: the planet Saturn, the autumn
(also in the sense of the autumn of life), twilight, cold, avarice, but also genius, geometry, and brooding profundity of
thought. Albrecht Dürer condenses this multiplicity of motifs with extreme concentration in his celebrated and enigmatic
engraving Melencolia I of 1514.
...I would like to thank Laurent Soumagnac for placing his wonderful harpsichord at my disposal for this disc, and Markus
Fischinger for maintaining the instrument during the recording sessions. My very special gratitude goes to my friend and
colleague Skip Sempé. He took the time for many inspiring conversations about French music of the seventeenth
century." Andreas Staier
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Akamus Berlin, René Jacobs, Armoniosi
Concerti, Les Arts Florissants, William Christie,
Jesper Christensen, Attilio Cremonesi, 
Ens 415, Chiara Banchini, Bernarda Fink, 
Freiburger Barockorchester, London Oboe Band, 
Paul Goodwin, Graciela Oddone, Paul O’Dette,  
Christophe Rousset, Maurice Steger ...

WATTEAU: THE MUSIC LESSON

CD1: GALERIE SONORE
CHARPENTIER Le Malade imaginaire, CAMPRA Idoménée, LULLY Les Nopces de Village, MARTÍN Í COLL Chacona,
CLÉRAMBAULT La Muse de l’opéra ou les Caractères lyriques, GEMINIANI Ground sur la Sarabande de la sonate n°7
de Corelli, REBEL Les Éléments, VIVALDI Sonate en Si bémol majeur, RV 77, MONTÉCLAIR La Mort de Didon
CD2: UN CONCERT CHEZ CROZAT
LOCATELLI Concerti Grossi op.1, Concerto IX a quattro, SCARLATTI Cain overo Il primo omicidio, MARAIS Suite en mi
mineur et suite en Ré majeur, COUPERIN Deuxième livre de Pièces de clavecin, STRADELLA Fuor della Stigia sponda
(Orfeo), CORELLI Sonate pour violon op.5 n°5, RAMEAU Pièces de clavecin en concerts

A very special publication marking the exhibition 'Watteau, the music lesson' at the Palais des Beaux-Arts [Bozar] in
Brussels, commissioned by musician and conductor William Christie and contemporary artist Michaël Borremans, the
exhibition highlights the multifaceted, often timeless, the work of Watteau. This CD-Book celebrates the art of Watteau
with numerous musical and pictorial examples.
One of the most famous and influential artists of the 18th century, Jean-Antoine Watteau (c. 1684–1721) fundamentally
changed the course of French painting. With masterpieces such as 'Les charmes de la vie', 'Lady at her Toilet' and 'Les
Champs Élisées', the Wallace Collection in London preserves one of the three outstanding collections of his paintings
worldwide (together with Paris and Berlin). 

Free Watteau app at https://itunes.apple.com/us/app/watteau/id438478390?mt=8&ls=1
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Anja Kampe [Sieglinde], 
Nina Stemme [Brünnhilde], 
Ekaterina Gubanova [Fricka], 
Jonas Kaufmann [Siegmund], 
René Pape [Wotan], 
Mikhail Petrenko [Hunding], 
Mariinsky Orchestra / Valery Gergiev

WAGNER: Die Walküre

Anja Kampe
Nina Stemme
Jonas Kaufmann
René Pape
Mikhail Petrenko
Mariinsky Orchestra, Valery Gergiev

The Mariinsky label presents its most ambitious project to date and one of the most eagerly awaited musical events in a
long time: the first release of Valery Gergiev conducting Wagner's epic Ring Cycle, 'Die Walküre'. 
Recorded in the sumptuous acoustic of the Mariinsky Concert Hall, the cycle will feature a sensational cast, helping
create the most finely crafted Ring cycle of modern times. 'Die Walküre' was recorded during sessions and performances
in 2011 and 2012 and stars Anja Kampe, Jonas Kaufmann, René Pape, Nina Stemme, Mikhail Petrenko and Ekaterina
Gubanova. It will be followed in September 2013 by 'Das Rheingold', with 'Siegfried' and 'Götterdämmerung' completing
the cycle in 2014. 
The Mariinsky Theatre has close connections with Wagner and his music, since the composer conducted at the theatre
and was even offered the post of Music Director. It is also believed to be the first place where any of the music from the
Ring was performed.

ALSO AVAILABLE: 
MAR0508 Wagner Parsifal
"What really distinguishes this, though, is Gergiev" 
BBC Music Magazine, Disc of the Month

"A truly moving experience, one of the finest Wagner recordings of recent years" Gramophone, Editor’s Choice  

"startling beautiful, rapturously sung and radiantly recorded" BBC Radio 3 CD Review, CD of the week 

"essential listening for Wagnerians" International Recording Review 

"Gergiev presumably wanted to record a Parsifal that measured up to the international competition … he’s certainly
succeeded" The Guardian *****

ADVERTISED IN CLASSICAL MUSIC PRESS
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London Symphony Orchestra 
Sir Colin Davis
 
ALSO AVAILABLE:
LSO0715 Symphonies 1 & 6
LSO0694 Symphonies 4 & 5 

NIELSEN: Symphonies Nos. 2 & 3

Lucy Hall
Marcus Farnsworth
London Symphony Orchestra / 
Sir Colin Davis

With this eagerly awaited recording of Symphonies 2 & 3, Sir Colin Davis completes his enlightening Nielsen symphony
cycle. The first title in the series, Symphonies Nos.4 & 5, was Editor's Choice in Gramophone and Orchestral Choice of
the Month in BBC Music Magazine. The second, with Symphonies 1 & 6 was awarded CD of the Week in the Sunday
Times. 
Nielsen's second symphony was inspired by a naïve but vivid painting representing the four temperaments of the human
personality. Adopting these defining characters for each of the symphony's movements Nielsen realised a sonic depiction
of emotion. His third symphony, the most openly Danish of his symphonies, portrays spaciousness, power and vitality
and is considered his greatest international achievement.

Concert Reviews:

"The LSO displayed a strong sense of movement throughout, coaxed along by Sir Colin with an even and steady hand.
The Allegro collerico first movement was spirited, even violent at points … The final movement, Allegro sanguineo, was a
tour de force of the brass section, blasting away in wild abandon, totally cowing the strings." 
***** Bachtrack, Symphony No. 2

"Davis unleashed the opening allegro with an irresistible swing, fabulously played by the LSO, but he was sufficiently
inside Nielsen’s symphonic imagination not to allow the more ruminative inner movements to be overwhelmed. It’s
amazing to think that Davis has only recently come to the composer." The Guardian, Symphony No 3
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Il Pomo d'Oro, 
Dmitry Sinkovsky [violin]
 
 

VIVALDI: Concerti per violino V 'Per Pisendel'
RV177, 212, 246, 370, 242, 379, 328
Il Pomo d'Oro
Dmitry Sinkovsky

This is the 49th title in the Vivaldi Edition and the 5th volume, out of  approximately 12, of the series dedicated to the
violin concertos whose manuscripts are held in the National Library of Turin.
All the concertos selected here are linked to German violinist Johann Georg Pisendel, member of the Dresden orchestra,
who spent time in Venice in 1716-17, with the Electoral Prince of Saxony Friedrich August. Vivaldi and Pisendel became
very close friends and the Red Priest composed several works for Pisendel. Moreover, Pisendel copied and performed
afterwards in Germany several concertos by Vivaldi This series of 7 concertos is an overview of the complete art of
Vivaldi as a composer and violinist: large in scale of music, invention, expression, energy, power of evocation,
considerable virtuosity. 
Dmitry Sinkowsky is a fast-rising baroque violinist and conductor. He is currently the conductor of leading Italian baroque
orchestra Il Complesso Barocco on Joyce di Donato’s worldwide ‘Drama Queen’ tour which hits London on 6th February
2013. He performs Vivaldi’s violin concerto RV 242, also featured on this new recording.
 
ALSO AVAILABLE:
OP30417 Volume 1 [Onofri]
OP30427 Volume 2 [Steck]
OP30474 Volume 3 [Galfetti]
OP30533 Volume 4 [Minasi] 
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Ben Johnson [tenor]
James Baillieu [piano]

Christopher Ainslie [countertenor]
Benedict Nelson [baritone]
Martin Owen [horn]
Lucy Wakeford [harp]

BRITTEN: The Canticles

Ben Johnson
Christopher Ainslie 
Benedict Nelson 

Canticle I, Op.40: My beloved is mine [for tenor & piano]
Canticle II, Op.51: Abraham and Isaac [for tenor, countertenor & piano]
Canticle III, Op.55: Still Falls the Rain – the Raids, 1940, Night and Dawn [for tenor, horn & piano]
Canticle IV, Op.86: The Journey of the Magi [for tenor, countertenor, baritone & piano]
Canticle V, Op.89: The Death of Saint Narcissus [for tenor & harp]

As part of the celebration Britten's Centenary in 2013, this new recording presents Britten's five Canticles, performed by
tenor Ben Johnson with James Baillieu accompanying. 
Johnson describes his attraction to these works in his self-penned notes for the disc: "Each is deep with meaning or
subversion, a trademark of Britten’s music to a modern audience. They are song, opera, cantata and chamber music,
and so they correspond with the most delicate of intimacy and to the most effective of grand gesture … In his biography
of Britten, Humphrey Carpenter points out the close links between the Canticles and Britten’s operas. This answers in
part their difference from the ‘usual’ song repertoire: their religious flavour (a stronger taste in some than others) mixed
with the circumstances of their composition make for a unique strand in Britten’s output."

Ben Johnson has quickly established himself as one of the most exciting tenors of his generation. Winner of the Kathleen
Ferrier Awards in 2008, he was also a prizewinner at the Wigmore Hall International Song Competition and the Gerald
Moore Awards (singer’s prize). Currently studying with Jeffrey Talbot, he is a BBC Radio 3 New Generation Artist
2010-2012. Ben Johnson is currently an ENO Harewood Artist and a Wigmore Hall Emerging Talent.
His recent opera engagements include Nemorino, 'The Elixir of Love', for English National Opera, Don Ottavio, 'Don
Giovanni' for Opéra National de Bordeaux, Novice in Michael Grandage’s new production of 'Billy Budd' at Glyndebourne
Festival Opera and productions for Scottish Opera and the Classical Opera Company.
In recital he works regularly with Graham Johnson. They have recorded songs by Poulenc for Hyperion records and
Britten Songs for Onyx [Onyx4071]. He also works with Roger Vignoles, Malcolm Martineau and James Baillieu. 
Highlights in 2012/13 season include Don Ottavio and Alfredo, 'La Traviata' at the English National Opera, he will also
return to Glyndebourne Festival Opera in future seasons.
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Hopkinson Smith [German theorbo Joël van
Lennep, Rindge, New Hampshire, 1986

Transcriptions by Hopkinson Smith

J.S.BACH: Lute Suites nos. 1, 2, 3
BWV1007, 1008, 1009
Hopkinson Smith

One of today’s 'popes' of early and baroque lute playing, Hopkinson Smith returns to the magic masterpieces of Bach
and records the renowned Suites BWV 1007, 1008 and 1009, transcribed by himself for the German theorbo...

“Bach was a musical ecologist, the masterful recycler of his own compositions, arranging more than a few from one
instrument or combination of instruments to another. Many of his works seem conceived on a somewhat abstract plane,
above and beyond any specific instrument, and it was completely natural for the pragmatic 18th-century mind and ear to
adapt them to the instrument of its choice.
Among the so-called ‘official’ lute works of Bach, there exist two such adaptations: from the solo violin repertoire, the
Third Partita, BWV 1006, becomes BWV 1006a for the lute, and the Fifth Cello Suite is transformed into the Lute Suite in
G minor, BWV 995. Of course, lutenists had been adapting music for their instrument for centuries. More than half of the
continental lute music of the Renaissance is made up of adaptations of vocal works. In the French baroque, Robert de
Visée couldn’t stop making transcriptions for his theorbo of orchestral and keyboard works by his contemporaries. The
great 18th-century German lutenist, Sylvius Weiss, a friend of Bach’s, was said to have played violin concertos directly
on the lute. These examples of adaptations are not given as a kind of ‘justification’ for the present project as if the idea
needed to be defended historically. It is more to guide the modern musical thinker (who sometimes knows more about
‘authenticity’ than did the musicians of former times) to the state of experimentation and discovery that is completely
natural for the musician: one sits alone with one’s instrument without a score, playing melodies and harmonies that one
has heard here or there and making them one’s own. 

ALSO AVAILABLE:
E8938 Lute Suites 4-6 13-course baroque lute by Nico van der Waals [995] & Joel van Lennep [1010, 1012]
E8674 Sonatas & Partitas BWV 1001-1006

UK CONCERT: 
7 May CAMPDEN MUSIC FESTIVAL Bach: Suites nos. 1, 2, 3
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Hopkinson Smith
[13-course baroque lute by Nico van der Waals
& Joel van Lennep]

J.S. BACH: Lute Suites nos. 4, 5, 6
BWV1010, 1012, 1011
Hopkinson Smith

Bach’s writing in these suites is as varied and inventive as ever. Melodious, boisterous, amazingly delicate, expansively
lyrical, then cleverly busy with detail in complicated figuration… I see my intention in arranging for a plucked instrument
as a chal-lenge to approach ‘what Bach himself might have done’ in adapting a piece from one medium to another. No
one can ever know for sure, of course, but familiarity with his chamber music and keyboard works gives clues. Where the
cello writing is melodious with occasional chords (places in the Allemandes and Sarabandes), the plucked instrument can
provide a fuller accompaniment.”
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Antoine Tamestit [viola]

BACH: Cello Suites 1,3,5

Antoine Tamestit

Considered as one of leading viola players worldwide, Antoine Tamestit decided to record Bach six Suites
BWV1007-1012, in two volumes. This first volume presents Suites 1, 3 and 5
These universal and fascinating works have been Tamestit’s favorites almost for ever and those that made him switch
from the violin to the viola when he was 10 years old!
Tamestit’s playing and the exceptional sound of his Stradivarius shed new light on those eternal masterpieces as he
continues to develop an intense career through concerto, chamber and solo performances.

"When I discovered Bach's Cello Suites at the age of ten, they were such a revelation to me that I asked my violin
teacher of the time if I could change instruments and switch to the cello. Having convinced me that, in that case, I would
have to relearn virtually the entire technique of the instrument, she had the idea of showing me a viola and playing it for
me. Another revelation, and love at first sight! After just a few days I put viola strings on my little violin, which sounded so
deep, especially on the C string, that I felt the vibrations through my whole body. Since then I have never regretted
choosing the viola, especially as I very soon had the opportunity to play transcriptions of those very Cello Suites. It was
such a joy to me that I spent weeks just playing by ear a few bars of certain movements and begged my teachers to let
me work on them."
Antoine Tamestit

UK CONCERTS: 
14 Feb LONDON, Wigmore Hall: Mozart, Schumann, Bruch, Kurtag with J. Widmann, F. Piemontesi

12 Mar LONDON, Wigmore Hall: Beethoven, Hindemith with F.P. Zimmermann, C. Poltéra

4 Apr EDINBURGH, Usher Hall
5 Apr GLASGOW, City Halls
Berlioz: Harold en Italie [V5266] with Scottish Chamber Orchestra / Robin Ticciati

18 May LONDON, Queen Elizabeth Hall: Mozart, Brahms, Schoenberg, Schubert [V5219]
[Borletti Buitoni gala]
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Jamie Walton [cello]
Philharmonia Orchestra
Vladimir Ashkenazy [conductor]

DVORAK: Cello Concerto in B minor, Op.104, Silent Woods
SCHUMANN: Cello Concerto in A minor, Op.129
Jamie Walton
Philharmonia Orchestra
Vladimir Ashkenazy

Jamie Walton is joined by the Philharmonia Orchestra under the baton of their conductor laureate Vladimir Ashkenazy for
this new concerto recording of concertos and orchestral works by Dvorák and Schumann. 

Jamie Walton has proved himself as a leading light in UK's musical life; as a performer in his widely praised concerto and
sonata recordings, and as a festival director in his work as founder of the North York Moors Festival, which was
shortlisted for an RPS Award in 2011. 

Praise for Jamie's recent release with Daniel Grimwood (SIGCD274)
"The 1934 D minor Shostakovich sonata is among the most affecting performances I have heard since Rostropovich died
… Daniel Grimwood is the intuitive accompanist.” Norman Lebrecht
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Joseph Moog [piano]

SCARLATTI ILLUMINATED

Joseph Moog

SCARLATTI Sonata in E K135, Sonata in C sharp minor K247, Sonata in F minor K466, Sonata in B minor K87, Sonata
in D K96, Sonata in B flat K70, Sonata in E K380, Sonata in D minor K32
SCARLATTI/TAUSIG Sonata in G minor, Sonata in C, Pastorale in E, Sonata in F minor
SCARLATTI/FRIEDMAN Gigue in G, Pastorale in D
GIESEKING Chaconne on a theme by Scarlatti

A Scarlatti recital with a twist. Joseph Moog has assembled a fascinating survey of Scarlatti sonatas, and included a
selection of the 18th-century master’s works as re-composed by some of the giants of the piano keyboard from the 19th
and 20th centuries. The drama contained in Scarlatti’s short one-movement sonatas has always exerted a hold over both
musicians and listeners since their composition.
The development of the piano in the 19th century provided too great a temptation for composer pianist Carl Tausig, a
rival of Chopin and star pupil of Liszt (and admired by Brahms and Wagner) to ignore these works. He, along with Ignaz
Friedman (1882–1948) exploited drama and poetry in Scarlatti’s music, using the new grand piano to its full extent.
Friedman was a pianist of extraordinary gifts, and a musical freedom that some thought bordered on the eccentric.
Walter Gieseking’s fantastical composition on a theme by Scarlatti forms the centrepiece of Moog’s recital. Gieseking
(1895–1956) was a child prodigy, playing all 32 Beethoven sonatas from memory at the age of 15:
"The most difficult part was memorising them," he said, adding "and that wasn’t very difficult." Gieseking’s 'Chaconne on
a theme by Scarlatti' is a stupendous work of dazzling virtuosity.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
ONYX4089 Rubinstein and Rachmaninov Concertos
"He also throws off the central intermezzo’s skittering scherzando variation with its volleys of repeated notes with an
almost outrageous assurance and, fast and furious in the finale, makes it impossible for you not to get caught up in the
thrill of the chase.
There may be more affecting Rachmaninov Thirds on record – pride of place still goes to the composer himself, Horowitz
live with Barbirolli on APR, Gilels, Cliburn... and Argerich – but it is certainly among the most formidable." Gramophone 

"Moog is a pianist of transcendental technique..." BBC Music Magazine

• Advertised in BBC Music Magazine and Gramophone
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Augustin Dumay [violin]
Louis Lortie [piano]

FRANCK, STRAUSS: Violin Sonatas
FRANCK: Violin Sonata, Mélancolie, Prelude, Fugue & Variation
STRAUSS: Violin Sonata, ‘Auf stillem Waldespfad’ op.9 no.1 (transcr. Heifetz)
Augustin Dumay 
Louis Lortie 

César Franck’s passionate and sunny violin sonata has long been regarded as one of the greatest in the repertoire, and
is the work of a composer at the height of his powers. Richard Strauss’s violin sonata, composed a year after Franck’s in
1887, is the work of a young composer on the cusp of discovering his mature voice; lyrical and sumptuous, it has all the
hallmarks of his later style. This disc includes two Franck rarities – 'Mélancolie' and the 'Prelude, Fugue and Variation'
Op.18, originally for organ, heard here in an arrangement by Augustin Dumay and Louis Lortie.
The distinguished violinist and conductor Augustin Dumay and pianist Louis Lortie – recently desribed as ‘mesmerising’
by the New York Times – are now a regular partnership, and this recording marks the duo’s debut recording. Their
programme of Franck and Strauss concludes with the wonderful Heifetz arrangement of Strauss’s song ‘Auf stillem
Waldespfad’.
Dumay has a busy ONYX schedule this year with a CD of four great Mozart violin sonatas, in which he is joined by Maria
João Pires, and as conductor and soloist in Brahms’s Serenade No.1 and the two Beethoven Romances with his Kansai
Philharmonic Orchestra.

• Advertised in Gramophone, BBC Music Magazine, Classica, Diapason
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St Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra
Yuri Temirkanov [conductor]

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV:  Scenes from The Invisible City of Kitezh,
Sheherazade

St Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra
Yuri Temirkanov

Although he was counted amongst Mily Balakirev's 'Mighty Handful' (which dedicated itself to pursuing a more purely
Russian art music, as opposed to the Austro-German musical dominance of the era), both works on this recording show
how Nikolai Rimsky-Korsakov was able to draw influences from beyond Russia into his own unique compositional
approach: the scenes from his opera 'The Invisible City of Kitezh' take on a dramatic, Wagnerian influence, whilst
'Sheherazade' is suffused with orientalism as it conjures images from the Thousand and One Nights.

The St Petersburg Philharmonic Orchestra under Yuri Temirkanov bring their natural insight with this repertoire to the
fore in these live performances, continuing their series of acclaimed releases with Signum:

“Yuri Temirkanov’s mature and considered performance wears its own character with pride, rather than complying with
any perfectionist norm. The reading sounds Russian: dark and edgy…" The Sunday Times (on their performance of
Verdi's Requiem, SIGCD184) 
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Sue McKenzie [saxophone]
Ingrid Sawers [piano]

The Coral Sea
New music for soprano saxophone and piano

Gabriel JACKSON: The Coral Sea* 
Graham FITKIN Gate, Glass 
Nikki ILES: Alma Venus 
Mark Anthony TURNAGE: Two Memorials 
Gavin BRYARS: Allegrasco*
* world premiere

A Robert Mapplethorpe photograph and the playing style of Busoni’s favourite clarinettist - just two of the inspirations
behind these six recent British works for saxophone and piano, which are linked by the composers’ relationship to
popular music, whether oblique, overt, or antagonistic.
From the pounding muscularity of Graham Fitkin to the blues-drenched melancholy of Mark-Anthony Turnage, Edinburgh
duo Sue McKenzie and Ingrid Sawers bring stylistic authority and idiomatic flair to everything they play on this, their
debut recording.
Sue McKenzie is a past winner of the British Clarinet and Saxophone Society Young Performers Competition. As one of
Scotland's leading contemporary saxophonists she has given UK and Scottish premieres of many new works for
saxophone, including those from Gavin Bryars, Graham Fitkin and Amy Quate. Susan is also the leader of the Scottish
Saxophone Ensemble and was an Assistant Director of the World Saxophone Congress in 2012.
Ingrid Sawers is in demand as one of Scotland's finest accompanists and chamber musicians, performing in venues
including the Usher Hall, Glamis Castle and Scone Palace, as well as widely throughout the UK and abroad. 
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Evelyn Tubb, Mirjam Berli, 
Ulrike Hofbauer, Daniel Cabena, 
David Munderloh, Paul Bentley, 
The SCB Hayes Players, Antony Rooley

William HAYES: Six Cantatas, Orpheus & Euridice

Evelyn Tubb 
Antony Rooley

CD1: Six Cantatas Set to Musick (1748): A winter scene at Rossa in Herefordshire, Why, Lysidias, shou’d Man be vain,
While I listen to thy voice, Chloris, Chloe’s dream, To Venus a rant, An ode to Echo
CD2: An Ode (1735), Orpheus & Euridice

Beyond the dominating presence of Handel in English music from the 18th century there are to be found many enticing
surprises, such as those contributed by William Hayes (1708-1777). His cycle of  cantatas from 1748 provides original
and humorous musical stories,  graced by instrumentations unusual for the time and flecked with touching musical
episodes. Hayes’s choice of keys and orchestration develop from one work to the next, whilst the subject matter and
texts employed in the works reflect, in a highly particular way, the individual milieu of Hayes in  his teaching capacity at
the University of Oxford.
One strikingly mature composition comes in the shape of 'Orpheus and Euridice: an Ode' (1735). It is hard to imagine that
this was composed for the occasion of Hayes receiving his BMus at Oxford. Entirely set within the scene of Euridice’s
unsuccessful departure from Hades, Hayes lays out for our listening an exciting psychological study of the two lovers as
their  emotional states veer between desire and devastation...
Anthony Rooley and his carefully-chosen group of singers and instrumentalists linked to the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis
here give us, following on from their dazzling 2010 reading of 'The Passions', a fresh new incursion into the previously
little known compositional world of William Hayes, in this way contributing to Hayes’s deserved placement once again as
one of the leading contemporaries of Handel.

ALSO AVAILABLE:
GCD922501 HAYES The Passions

"Hayes’s imaginative music is long overdue such tending loving cares." David Vickers, Gramophone, September 2010

"Varied instrumentation, jubilant choruses, seductive arias and dazzling recitatives should bring him belated fame." Anna
Picard, Independent on Sunday, 25 July 2010. Outstanding

“Lovers of the Baroque will certainly not want to miss this enchanting discovery which offers us such a tantalising glimpse
of the heights to which Handel’s overlooked English brethren could rise.”
Simon Heighes, IRR Outstanding, International Record Review, September 2010
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Graciela Oddone [soprano]
Lorenzo Regazzo [bass-baritone] 
Ensemble Arcadia / Attilio Cremonesi

Johann Adolph HASSE: La Contadina
Michele MASCITTI: Concerto in G major op. 7 no. 6
Graciela Oddone
Lorenzo Regazzo
Attilio Cremonesi

At the age of 29 Hasse was on his first visit to Italy when he wrote 'La Contadina' in Naples. The music of the intermezzo,
which sparkles with wit and temperament, enjoyed such a great success that a total of 38 productions in major European
opera houses can be documented between 1728 and 1769. 'La Contadina' was one of the hits of the 18th century.
It is hard to believe that this work was composed at the same time as Bach’s cantatas and passions. Its strengths include
a spirited libretto full of humour and earthy eroticism, and, above all, extremely modern music that is already endowed
with all the characteristics of the subsequent Classical style. The timeless vitality of the agile recitatives and individually
fashioned arias will also captivate today’s listeners.
At a time of a substantial reappraisal of the work of composers such as Porpora, Vinci, and Mancini, as well as Hasse
himself, Glossa and the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis are pleased to be able to reissue this splendid recording which,
apart from featuring notable singers in Graciela Oddone and Lorenzo Regazzo, involves fine instrumental players such
as Pablo Valetti, Amandine Beyer, Riccardo Minasi and Attilio Cremonesi.
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Julie Fuchs [soprano]
Alphonse Cemin [piano]

DEBUSSY, MAHLER: Mélodies de jeunesse

Julie Fuchs

Julie Fuchs, the 26-year-old soprano from Avignon, has just won a Victoire de la Musique Classique in the 'Lyrical
Revelation of the Year' category, after being hailed a Classical Revelation by the perfomers’ rights society, ADAMI and
carrying off the Gabriel Dessurget prize at the 2011 Aix-en-Provence Festival.
Today, roles such as Susanna in 'Figaro' or Urgande in 'Amadis de Gaule' correspond perfectly to the quality of her
voice, as did the title role in 'Acis et Galatée' which she took in July 2011 for the Aix-en-Provence Festival. Over the
coming decade, that voice and that stage presence will see her moving towards weightier roles, with the title role of La
Traviata beckoning. She’s at the start of a big career:  one to watch.
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Eva Juárez, Camilla de Falleiro [sopranos]
Anna Freivogel, Maria Weiss [mezzosopranos]
A Corte Musical/
Rogerio Gonçalves [direction]

DURON: La Guerra de los Gigantes
Opéra escénica en un acto, Madrid 1702
A Corte Musical
Rogerio Gonçalves 

'La Guerra de los Gigantes' Sebastián Durón is one of the earliest Spanish operas in the history of music: a musical rarity
in a stirring presentation by Rogerio Gonçalves, his Ensemble A Corte Musical as well as singers Eva Juárez (Jupiter),
Camilla de Falleiro (Hercules), Anna Freivogel (Minerva) and Maria Weiss (Palante).
This 'War of the Giants' is about the battle of colossuses who, incited by their leader, Palante, rebel against the gods but
are ultimately defeated. In setting this warlike storyline, Durón makes use of a musical language influenced by Spanish
folk music and in which the rhythmic complexity is particularly impressive. The music's special timbre is largely due to the
use of a natural trumpet, guitars, harp and percussion instruments.
Composed in 1702 for the occasion of an aristocratic wedding, Durón gives evidence of his reverence for the new
Bourbon King Philip V through his skilled integration of both Italian and French formal elements. The mythological plot of
this 'opéra escénica' can be interpreted as an allegory of the incipient Spanish war of succession – Durón, who had
received highest honours at the court as maestro of the Real Capilla under Charles II, made no secret of his
pro-Habsburg attitude. It was probably only thanks to his good connections to the Spanish high nobility that he was able
to return to the Madrid court after having lived in French exile beginning in 1706.
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St. Florian Boys' Choir:
Alois Mühlbacher [soprano, Perseus]
Simon Boden [alto, Andromeda]
Jakob Kritzinger [soprano, Cassiopeia]
Matthias Helm [bass, Furor]
Markus Miesenberger [tenor, Nemesis]
Ars Antiqua Austria/Gunar Letzbor [direction]

FUX: Oratorium germanicum de Passione

Ars Antiqua Austria
Gunar Letbor

The Oratorium 'Germanicum de Passione', composed in 1731, is the only oratorio in the German language by the
Viennese court composer Johann Joseph Fux. The work was long considered lost; aside from a handwritten textbook in
Kremsmünster Abbey, no other sources appeared to have been preserved. In 2004, a score from Ottobeuren Abbey
incorrectly attributed to Antonio Caldara could be identified as identical to the Fux oratorio believed to have been lost; this
work has now been recorded for the first time by Gunar Letzbor, his Ensemble Ars Antiqua Austria and soloists of the St.
Florian Boys' Choir.
The ancient myth of Andromeda and Perseus is interpreted by the librettist Heinrich Rademin as an allegory of the
Passion of Christ: the daughter (Andromeda) must make atonement for the guilt of her mother (Cassiopeia); she is
ultimately freed by Perseus and taken as his wife. In the Christian interpretation, this signifies the forgiveness of original
sin through the death of Jesus Christ and his marriage with the human soul, to which the final chorus refers in all clarity.
Fux’s oratorio, which can probably be regarded as one of the master's final compositions, is truly state of the art. This
elaborate work offers convincing proof, once again, that its creator was probably one of the best contrapuntists of his
time.
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Julla von Landsberg [soprano]
Florian Lohmann [tenor]
Sönke Tams Freier [bass]
Ensemble Metamorfosi
Monika Mandelartz [direction]

Thomas SELLE: Geistliche Concertlein
Newe amorösische Liedlein
Ensemble Metamorfosi

On the 350th anniversary of the year of his death, the Hamburg church music director Thomas Selle is being
acknowledged with a CD completely dedicated to his early production. Between the ages of 25 to 35, he initially held
smaller posts in the Dithmarschen region – in Heide, Wesselburen and Itzehohe – before taking over the highest and
most important position in North Germany as music director of the main churches of Hamburg.
Astonishingly, despite the prevailing Thirty Years' War, he published eleven collections containing works of various
genres during these early years – an extensive compendium from which the Hamburg musician and musicologist Monika
Mandelartz with her Ensemble Metamorfosi introduce a selection, painting a comprehensive picture of the composer and
living conditions in Dithmarschen. The spiritual stands next to the secular here, the amorous beside the earthy, academic
life next to social exchange – composed in the latest manner, the just-emerging thoroughbass style and the Italian
seconda prattica.
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Svjatoslav Richter [piano]

BEETHOVEN: Piano sonatas Vol.II
No. 23 Op. 57 'Appassionata', No. 17 Op. 31/2 'The Tempest', No. 18 Op. 31/3
Svjatoslav Richter

Svjatoslav Richter created a stir in New York in the fall of 1960  by justifying Romain Rolland's judgement of the
Appassionata, i.e. "a flood of fire in a bed of granite". A true self portrait of the artist according to the critics, amazed by
his violent and tragical vision in contrast with that of the 18th Sonata, pastoral and sober. He adored this old fashioned
suite, without any slow movement; he amazes in the famous Tempest -more an intimate reflexion than a Shakespearian
wrathful fury.
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Anne Queffélec [piano]

SATIE & COMPAGNIE

Anne Queffélec

SATIE: Gnossiennes 1-6, Le Piccadilly, Gymnopédies 1-3, Valse du mystérieux baiser dans l’oeil, Cancan
grand-mondain (La Belle Excentrique)*, Embryons desséchés - I. d’Holothurie, Trois morceaux en forme de poire I-II, 
Déodat de SEVERAC: Où l'on entend une vieille boite à musique (En vacances), 
POULENC: Pastourelle (L'éventail de Jeanne), 
DEBUSSY: Rêverie, Le Petit Nègre, 
RAVEL: Fanfare*, à la manière de Chabrier, Clair de lune, 
Pierre-Octave FERROUD: Nonchalante (extrait de Au parc Monceau),    
HAHN: Le banc songeur (Le Rossignol Eperdu), Frontispice, Hivernale, 
Gabriel DUPONT: Après-midi de dimanche (Les Heures dolentes), 
KOECHLIN: Le Chant des Pêcheurs (Paysages et Marines), 
Florent SCHMITT: Glas (Musiques intimes, 2e recueil) 
* 4 hands with Gaspard Dehaene

From the poetry of Debussy to the nostalgia of Ravel, from the humour of Satie to the insouciance of Poulenc, the French
music of the early decades of the twentieth century was created by fine minds capable of grasping delicate nuances,
infinite variations of light on the natural world and the human soul. From the gentlest im pressionism to the most
outrageous surrealism, the pathways of French music are many and varied - and immensely colourful.
Dedicated to the memory of Brigitte Engerer.
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Deborah Nemtanu [violin]
Orchestre de chambre de Paris
Thomas Zehetmair [conductor]

FAURE & SAINT-SAENS: Violin works
FAURE: Pelléas et Mélisande, Berceuse Op.16
SAINT-SAËNS: Violin Concerto No. 1. Romance, Intro-Rondo
Deborah Nemtanu
Orchestre de chambre de Paris
Thomas Zehetmair

Saint-Saens and Faure, two leading representatives of Late Romanticism, teacher and pupil linked by the same musical
ideal. Both of them, with the fire of youth or in their full maturity, produced tender, luminous works.
Confronted with Wagnerian mists, they brightened the French musical landscape. At her desk as leader of the Orchestre
de chambre de Paris or as soloist, the violinist Deborah Nemtanu presents her vision of the last French Romantics.
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Modigliani Quartet

Quatuor Modigliani: Debussy, Ravel, Saint-Sa±ns
RAVEL: String Quartet in f, DEBUSSY: String Quartet
SAINT-SAENS: String Quartet No. 1 Op.112
Modigliani Quartet

To mark 10 years of playing together the Modigliani Quartet offers their version of these essential works in the life of a
Quartet.
At the dawn of the 20th century, Paris played a part, more than any other city, in the metamorphosis of arts of modern
times. The vibrations of light and colour on canvasses by Monet, Seurat and their contemporaries were changed into
sounds in the making of Debussy's Quartet which opened the way to a new aesthetic. Ten years later Ravel crystallised
style, continuing Debussy's journey. Between these two jewels of the French repertoire, the first quartet of Saint-Saens
reveals a work wonderfully endearing, both full of charm, humour and elegance.

10th anniversary concert: 24th February Wigmore Hall, 11.30am
Programme includes Ravel Quartet 
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Quatuor Hermès: 
Omer Bouchez
Elise Liu
Yung-Hsin Chang
Anthony Kondo

HAYDN: String Quartet op.20 no.5, 
BEETHOVEN: String Quartet Op. 127
Quatuor Hermès

This first disc by the Hermès Quartet couples two major works in the genre, the Quartet op.20 no.5, the jewel of one of
Haydn's most prestigious sets, and Beethoven's op.127, the first of his late quartets and generally regarded as the peak
of the quartet repertoire.

The Hermès Quartet, founded in 2008 in Lyon, is the winner of 2012 Young Concert Artists International Auditions in
New York. It also won First Prize and the Coup de Coeur Breguet Prize at the Geneva International Music Competition in
2011. 
The musical identity of the ensemble and the cohesion of its members have been strengthened by working with such
musicians as Miguel da Silva (Ysaÿe Quartet); Eberhard Feltz and Arnold Steinhardt (Guarneri Quartet); Valentin Erben
and Hatto Beyerle (Alban Berg Quartet) and Walter Levin (LaSalle Quartet).
The Hermès Quartet is currently engaged in postgraduate study with the Artemis Quartet and the Ysaÿe Quartet. 
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Arthur Campbell [clarinet]
Gregory Maytan [violin]
Paul Swantek [viola]
Pablo Mahave-Veglia [cello]

STAMITZ: Quartets for Clarinet
Op. 8 No. 4 • Op. 19 No. 1 • Op. 19 No. 2 • Op. 19 No. 3
Arthur Campbell

Carl Stamitz’s Clarinet Quartets Op. 8 and Op. 19 are amongst the earliest compositions for clarinet and string trio and
document the increasing significance of the clarinet in the second half of the 18th century. These quartets demonstrate
Stamitz’s profound understanding of the instrument and also allow an illuminating insight into his idiom. With his sensitive
interpretations, Arthur Campbell emphasises the cantabile quality of the clarinet, which dominates all the quartets
recorded on this SACD.

Arthur Campbell was born in Canada and studied at the Northwestern University in Evanston, Illinois, USA, where he
was taught by the renowned clarinetist and pedagogue Robert Marcellus. He has won numerous international and
national competitions, including the International Clarinet Competition and the National Music Festival of Canada. An
internationally sought-after clarinet virtuoso, Arthur Campbell has toured throughout the USA, Canada, Europe and Asia.
He regularly presents international master classes at universities, conservatoires and conventions and is professor at the
Grand Valley State University in Grand Rapids Michigan. 

ALSO AVAILABLE:
AUDITE92554 Brahms Clarinet Chamber Music
Arthur Campbell

AUDITE97536 Music for Clarinet & Piano
Schumann, Debussy, Saint-Saëns, Poulenc, Arnold
Arthur Campbell [clarinet]; Helen Marlais [piano]
 
ADVERTISED IN GRAMOPHONE 
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Johannes Kreisler Trio:
Christoph Schickedanz [violin]
Holger Spegg [piano]
Mathias Beyer-Karlshoj [cello]

KRENEK: Works for Violin
Sonata for Solo Violin No. 1, Op. 33 (PREMIERE RECORDING)
Sonata for Violin & Piano, Op. 99
Triophantasie, Op. 63
Sonata for Solo Violin No. 2, Op. 115
Johannes Kreisler Trio

Four works; four composing styles; four creative periods of Ernst Krenek; four trouvailles of classical modernism. The first
Solo Sonata, presented here in its world premier recording, urges towards expressive breadth; the Triophantasie plays
with the past and alludes to the music of Franz Schubert. The second Sonata for Violin and Piano, modern in idiom and
classical in form, was written in exile. The second Solo Sonata, composed in 1948 in a phase of uncertainty, presents a
condensed, more objective counterpart of the first.
Christoph Schickedanz convinces with outstanding technical brilliance, multifaceted colouration and exuberant
music-making.
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WAGNER: Götterdämmerung, 1962, Met

Hans Hopf [Siegfried]
Birgit Nilsson [Brünnhilde]
Norman Mittelmann [Gunther]
Gladys Kuchta [Gutrune]
Gottlob Frick [Hagen]
Ralph Herbert [Alberich]
Irene Dalis [Waltraute]
Martina Arroyo, Jean Madeira, Mignon Dunn
Orchestra & Chorus of the Metropolitan Opera House, New York / Erich Leinsdorf 
27/1/1962

Here is the glorious conclusion to Leinsdorf's famous 'Ring' cycle from New York. Paul Jackson wrote, of this
performance, that "in the opening duet, Nilsson confirms her right to Valhalla status as well. Not only do the frequent
ascents into the upper range provide their familiar thrill, but the middle and lower voice are not devoid of warmth. She
appears to have all but banished problematic pitches and the security of her intervallic leaps is absolutely bracing; the
exuberant thrust of the closing phrases of the duet is capped by a magnificent high C....
Frick is the real hero of the afternoon. To convey Hagen's evil, Frick needn't resort to the vocal shudder; he merely
launches thunderbolts of tone. The sheer bulk of his voice alone would make him a Wagnerian colossus. Add to that a
coloration marvelously obsidian - not the lugubrious black timbre which cannot hide its patches of grey, but a
marble-encased tone which gives off sparks of life - and you have a singer who would have shown among the
Wagnerians of legend." The remainder of the cast is excellent and the conducting is superb.
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Sinfonieorchester des Südwestfunks
Baden-Baden
/ Hans Rosbaud [conductor]

STRAVINSKY: Agon
Ballet for 12 Dancers
Sinfonieorchester des Südwestfunks Baden-Baden
Hans Rosbaud

Stravinsky's last ballet composition “Agon. Ballet for Twelve Dancers” was written over a period of three years
(1954–1957). During that time, he used various composition methods: As a result, modal and serial techniques are
interwoven in a unique way.
Stravinsky evidently based the construction of his work on a French dance textbook from the mid-17th century. In
addition, according to its formal structure, “Agon” is a suite which, in its outward semblance, also follows an example
from the 17th century. The choreographic content of the piece is both timeless and lacking in substance: For Stravinsky
composed his work without any thought of décor or scenery. No specific musical or choreographic intention was to be
pursued; the visual performance was to be left entirely to the interpretation of the choreographer.

With “studio reihe neuer musik”, WERGO created a trademark of advanced contemporary music in the Sixties of the past
century already. On the occasion of its 50th anniversary, WERGO now releases these highlights of 20th-century music
history in an excellent sound quality on CD for the first time.

The recordings were originally published on LP in 1964 (WER50002) Remastered in DSD in 2012
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Yuan Sheng [1845 Pleyel Grand piano]

CHOPIN: 4 Ballades, 4 Impromptus, 24 Preludes Op. 27, 
20 Nocturnes

Yuan Sheng

“When I feel in good form and strong enough to find my own individual sound, then I need a Pleyel piano.” “Pleyel pianos
are the last word in perfection”. 
Two quotes from Chopin, proving his preference of the Pleyel piano as the perfect medium for his artistic ideals. This
new recording features a superb 1845 Pleyel Grand Piano, of the Frederick Historical Piano Collection in Ashburnham,
Massachusetts, USA. Master pianist Yuan Sheng plays the complete ballades, impromptus, preludes and nocturnes, with
exquisite taste, poetry and power, fully exploring the instrument’s unique possibilities. The booklet contains extensive
background information on the instrument and its place in history.   
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Ivan Sokolov [piano]

USTVOLSKAYA Complete Piano Music
Piano Sonatas 1-6, 12 Preludes
Ivan Sokolov

Galina Ustvolskaya was Shostakovich’s favourite pupil. He even said to her: “you are a phenomenon, while I am but a
talent”. Her piano works, uncompromising granite sculptures, feature sharp and extreme dynamic contrasts, cluster
chords and use of the extreme registers of the keyboard, while their spiritual message is one of infinite despair and
passionate protest (whether against the Soviet regime, or against human existence in general). Ivan Sokolov (b.1960),
Russian pianist and composer, was one of Ustvolskaya’s favoured interpreters, and his playing bears a monumental and
authorative stamp of uthenticity.    

Recording: October 1995, Studio of Moscow Radio House
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Jeannine Herzel [mezzo],
Omar Ebrahim [baritone] 
Ensemble für Neue Musik Zürich /
Sebastian Gottschick

Charles IVES: A Songbook

Ensemble für Neue Musik Zürich

Memories A: Very Pleasant – B: Rather Sad, The Circus Band, The Things Our Fathers Loved, Old Home Day, 
Tom Sails Away, Down East, Intermezzo: Scherzo: All the Way Around And Back, The See'r, Grantchester, 
The Housatonic At Stockbridge, Intermezzo: No. 96, The New River, Walking, Watchman! At the River, 
General W. Booth Enters Into Heaven, Serenity, Intermezzo: Gyp The Blood, Weil' auf mir, Like A Sick Eagle, 
A Farewell To Land, Intermezzo: In the Night, The Incantation, Evening

"Sebastian Gottschick’s adaptations of Ives’ songs and short instrumental pieces in this sense not only pay homage to
the composer but develop his work further. The multifaceted ensemble and the instrumentation Gottschick chose allow
him to be highly differentiated in his approach to the specific Ives sound that oscillates between crude realism and
symbolist fragmentation: he either deliberately avoids this sound (for instance by using a vibraphone in Grantchester) or
he pushes it to the point of prismatic refraction. Apart from this, Gottschick’s selection proceeds in a continuous,
multi-perspective order that can be interpreted as a drama en miniature, a model of an ordinary day from the snatches of
dreams in the morning to the falling night, and finally also as the epitome of the diversity of life itself. Behind all that the
power and intangible nature of memories, Ives’ lifelong theme, becomes visible and audible."  Wolfgang Rathert 
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Rocco Parisi [clarinet & bass clarinet]
Andrea Noferini [cello]
Gabriele Rota [piano]
Quartetto Noferini

Ennio MORRICONE: Lemma

Ennio & Andrea MORRICONE: Lemma, 
Ennio MORRICONE: Ipotesi, V Studio (Catalogo), Come un’ onda, Riflessi, Vivo, A L. P. 1928, Metamorfosi di Violetta 
Andrea MORRICONE: Traccia

A CD devoted to Ennio Morricone’s classical-contemporary music, which is very far in intentions and language from the
usual soundtrack repertoire. For some years Stradivarius have been aiming to present these works and all are world
première recordings only. Maestro Morricone is so grateful for the release that he wrote a letter (included in the booklet)
to thank the musicians for playing these compositions and to explain the tracks of this CD.
It is completed by a piece written together with Ennio Morricone’s son Andrea (Lemma) and a composition by the latter
(Traccia).
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Valérie Gabail [soprano]
Orchestre Symphonique de Bretagne /
Jean-Michaël Lavoie 
Simon Huw Jones [voice], Olivier Mellano [g, b]
Nicolas Courret [dr]
The ex-sober sailors of the Sagrada chaos choir
of living-dead sea 
MC Dälek / iconAclass, Black Sifichi, Arm
Choeur des enfants de l’école de musique de
Locminé

Olivier MELLANO: How we tried a new combination of notes

Olivier Mellano

Following 'La Chair des Anges' released in 2008, this is the second project of composer Olivier Mellano released on
Naïve.
'How We Tried A New Combination Of Notes To Show The Invisible' declines a musical composition into 3 repertoires:
classical music, electric guitar, and electro hip hop.
It was performed at renowned French festival Transmusicales de Rennes on 6, 7 and 8 December, while Naïve are
releasing the 3-CD & bonus DVD set. 
Since the early '90s, Olivier Mellano has been multiplying musical adventures, favouring human and artistic encounters.
Violinist, guitarist and above all passionate in all things musical, he has accompanied Dominique A, Laetitia Shériff or
Bed. Hovering between hip-hop excursions (Psykick Lyrikah), solitary escapades (La Chair des Anges, and the recent
MellaNoisEscape) and limitless acts (Mobiil), the man is often spotted where least expected. In 1998, he presented,
during that year’s Trans, his sonic adventure L’Ile Electrique, an island inhabited by the guitarists of his highly exclusive
Pink Iced Club.
14 years later, he’s back with 'How We Tried…,' a creation without tunnel vision or borders, where his dearest musical
obsessions intertwine. 
Olivier Mellano delivers three interpretations of the same musical theme, divided into four movements that represent an
invitation to a “metaphorical journey”, a one way ticket to discover the “act of creation”. With Arvö Part or Gavin Bryars as
imaginary godparents, this artist handles with natural ease different kinds of music, baroque or new, repetitive or
traditional, noisy or classical. For the first voyage he is escorted by the Orchestre Symphonique de Bretagne led by
Jean-Michel Lavoie with soprano Valerie Gabail. For the following voyage, classified as 'electric', he rejoins the 13
members of the Pink Iced Club and invites Simon Huw Jones, haunting singer of English band And Also The Trees.
Finally, he emphasises the escapade using an electronic swerve with the voices of Black Sifichi, Arm and MC Dälek.
Far from any rational classification, this amazing odyssey shows the audience how a single theme can give rise to as
many interpretations as there are musicians and/or instruments. How a single note can resonate differently and draw
different emotions.
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Choreography: Heinz Spoerli
Set design: Peter Schmidt

Solo dancers: Galina Mikhaylova, Sarah-Jane
Brodbeck, Juliette Brunner, Samantha Mednick,
She Yun Kim, Melanie Borel, Vahe Martirosyan,
Filipe Portugal, Arman Grigoryan, Olaf
Kollmannsperger

Orchestra La Scintilla/Marc Minkowski

J.S. BACH: Magnificat
Filmed in High Definition: Zurich Opera House, 02/2012
Heinz Spoerli
Zurich Ballet
Orchestra La Scintilla
Marc Minkowski

The starting point and destination of Heinz Spoerli's new ballet is the 'Magnificat' by Johann Sebastian Bach.
From the beginning of the 'Allemande' movement of the Partita in A minor for solo flute, through the joy of 'Brandenburg
Concerto' No. 3, this is the question of faith, which sparked Heinz Spoerli's interest in this piece.
Heinz Spoerli intensifies the emotions here, by inserting two moving arias from the cantatas "Wo soll ich fliehen hin" and
"Ich habe genug".
This is an important aspect for Heinz Spoerli in his discourse with the text of the 'Magnificat', in which his deep respect
for all religions, or rather every faith, is not about the worship of a certain creator-figure, but more about the conditions
and prerequisites of this for the expression of a profound devoutness, which also involves rejection, exlusion, uncertainty
and separation.
The Orchestra La Scintilla is conducted by Marc Minkowski. In 1996 it was founded as independent ensemble by
specialist musicians of the Zurich Opera Orchestra and soon obtained an excellent reputation. The spark that ignited the
enthusiasm for new 'old music' gave its name to the ensemble: "La Scintilla" – The Spark. Performances with eminent
authorities in the field such as Nikolaus Harnoncourt, William Christie, Mark Minkowski, Reinhard Goebel and Giuliano
Carmignola were so successful that the Opera House Zürich has this ensemble perform all baroque operas and nearly all
operas of the classical period.
"La Scintilla" gives concerts with well-known soloists, instrumentalists and singers and has toured North America and
Europe with Cecilia Bartoli.
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Soloists, corps de ballet & orchestra of the Igor
Moiseyev Ballet
(State Academic Folk Dance Ensemble) 
Choreography Igor Moiseyev
Conductor Anatoli Gus
Lighting design Jacques Rouveyrollis

Igor Moiseyev Ballet Live in Paris

The 70 dancers of the Igor Moiseyev Ballet take us on a journey around the world and through the regions of the former
Soviet Union, revealing an incredible multitude of folklores, including Moldovan, Belarussian, Ukrainian, Nanai, Kalmyk,
Tatar, Adjaran and Caucasian.
14 dazzling, surprising and joyful ballets, including the major works from the repertoire of Igor Moiseyev. A show
acclaimed throughout the world.

Igor Moiseyev staged the acrobatic parades on Red Square from the 1930s and established the Theatre of Folk Art. In
1936, Vyacheslav Molotov put him in charge of the new dance company, which has since become known as the
Moiseyev Ballet. Among about 200 dances he created for his company, some humorously represented the game of
football and guerrilla warfare. According to the Encyclopædia Britannica, Moiseyev's work has been especially admired
"for the balance that it maintained between authentic folk dance and theatrical effectiveness". In 1955 the company
performed in Paris, the first Soviet ensemble to appear in the West after the war, and scored an enormous success. In
1957, they came to London, and in 1958, by then numbering 100 dancers, they made their New York début, at the
Metropolitan Opera House – the first major Soviet ensemble to appear in the United States.
Moiseyev was named People's Artist of the USSR in 1953, Hero of Socialist Labor in 1976, received the Lenin Prize
(1967, for the dance show A Road to the Dance), four Stalin/USSR State Prizes (1942, 1947, 1952, 1985), Russian
Federation State Prize (1996), was awarded numerous orders and medals of the Soviet Union, Spain and many other
countries. On the day of his centenary, Moiseyev became the first Russian to receive Order of Merit for the Fatherland,
1st class — the highest civilian decoration of the Russian Federation. In 2001, he was awarded the UNESCO Mozart
Medal for outstanding  contribution to world music culture. He died in Moscow in 2007. The Moiseyev Dance Company
continues under the directorship of Yelena Shcherbakova.

PRESS REVIEW
“Breathtaking...Impressive...Exceptionally fine...Outstanding” New York Times

“Finesse, speed and virtuosity” Washington Post

DVD CONTENT
Duration: 107 min.
Booklet: FR / ENG
Image: Colour, 16/9, NTSC
Sound: PCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1
Filmed in High Definition: Palais des Congrès de Paris, 12/2011
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Valeria Bruni-Tedeschi
Pascal Greggory
Bulle Ogier
Bernard Verley
Marie Bunel
Michelle Marquais
Alexandre Styker

Rêve D'automne

Patrice Chéreau returns to the theatre some 8 years after 'Phaedra', with the play 'Dream of Autumn', written by Jon
Fosse. A theatre where the characters are no longer names, but He, She, Man, Woman or The Mother in the 'Dream'. 
The unexpected setting is a room in the Louvre Museum. This magestic and mysterious place inspired set designer
Richard Peduzzi. When Patrice Chéreau worked on this adaptation he focused on the mystery of human beings and their
hidden meanings.
Chéreau decided to work with actors from his 'family': Bulle Ogier is a loyal collaborator from "Les Amandiers", Valeria
Bruni-Tedeschi is a former student, Pascal Greggory is his favourite actor for over 10 years and also Michelle Marquais,
Bernard Verley and Marie Bunel.
For the costume designs, Patrice Chéreau continues his collaboration with Caroline  de Vivaise which began with the
movie and continued recently on stage ('From the House of the Dead' in Vienna, 'Tristan und Isolde' in Milan). For the
lighting design, he also called an old collaborator : Dominique Bruguière.
The play was filmed on tour at the Théâtre National de Bretagne in Rennes in May 2011 and featured in the Young Vic Season 
2011 in an English Language version as 'I am the Wind' by Simon Stephens:
 
‘Breathtakingly beautiful... some of the greatest theatre I have ever witnessed’   The Independent    .
 
‘I was thrilled by its epic intimacy... an intensely dramatic evening’   Sunday Times    
 
‘Stunning’   The Guardian 
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Dominique Reymond, Mirella Giardelli, 
Olga Kokorina, Miléna Duflo, 
Roger Jendly, Julie Martin Du Theil, 
Damien Bigourdan, Annastina Malm, 
Frédéric Caton, les Solistes de Lyon
Bernard Tétu.

Noces: Stravinsky / Ramuz
A film by Philippe Béziat

Charles Ferdinand Ramuz wrote 'Souvenirs sur Igor Stravinsky' several years after collaborating with the composer on
his ballet 'Les Noces' in Switzerland in 1916.
Today, on the shores of Lake Geneva, two women, an actress and a conductor, meet to rehearse the piece. Drawing on
Ramuz’s reminiscences of that unique collaboration and on the work of two artists grappling with a masterpiece of
modern music today, 'Weddings' (Noces) speaks of the strength of musical friendship.

BONUS
Special Features :
- 4 deleted scenes
- Audio excerpts from Stravinsky's Soldier's Tale read by Charles Ferdinand Ramuz

BOOKLET
An interview with the film director, some excerpts from Les Noces and unpublished photos and articles

PAL, Region code 0
French-speaking programme. English subtitles available
Total running time 1h32
32-page 4-colour booklet
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François Delecour
Grigory Sokolov
Fazil Say
Bertrand Chamayou, 
Lise de la Salle
Brigitte Engerer 
Jean-François Heisser

La planète piano

François Delecour

A WONDERFUL CD BOOK - 44 pages 

Mussorgsky: Pictures at an exhibition
Fazil Say: Black Earth
Chopin: Etudes, Polonaises…
Mozart: “Ah Vous Dirai-Je Maman” Variations, Rondo, Sonate
Liszt: Orage

"Discover the world with piano in order of appearance: Felix, the conductor,;Mr. Stanislas and his piano factory; Mr.
Stambouli for which the hammers and piano keys have no secrets; Mr. Albert and his music lesson,; the strange Uncle
Barnabas: inventor of the machine to straighten the little fingers, and finally the beautiful Ernestine who will discover her
new piano and give the most beautiful concerts ...
François Delecour tells the story of the king of instruments, its narrative punctuated with musical excerpts from Mozart,
Chopin, Beethoven, Schumann, Debussy ... For children c.6 years and upwards
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